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A New Look at Occupational Learning and Socialization in Contemporary Careers: The 

Case of Coding Bootcamps 

 

Abstract  

As the traditional employment relationship has deteriorated in the U.S. and in much of the world, 

the nature of careers has been changing. Workers today need to continually navigate an external 

labor market, construct their careers out of a series of jobs or short-term gigs, and take 

responsibility for training and retraining themselves to remain employable over time. Despite the 

burgeoning literature examining workers’ efforts at navigating the new economy, we know 

relatively little about how workers attempt to reskill themselves in the course of their careers. 

This paper utilizes a unique setting—coding bootcamps—to examine how workers attempt to 

enter a skilled occupation without traditional organizations serving as the backdrop for their 

efforts. I argue that bootcamps resembled learning collectives where learning from peers and 

near-peers figured more prominently than expert instruction. Under conditions of minimal expert 

instruction and obstacles to legitimate peripheral participation, I show how aspiring software 

developers sought out an occupational community in virtual spaces, learned asynchronously 

from unknown others, developed their practice through mock-work among themselves and 

managed to get hired into junior developer roles. 

 
Keywords: Employment, occupations, careers, learning, socialization 
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A New Look at Occupational Learning and Socialization in Contemporary Careers 
 

Since the 1980s, with the deterioration of the traditional employment relationship in the 

United States and much of the Western world, firms have declined in importance as organizing 

structures for people’s careers (Cappelli, 1999a; Osterman & Shulman, 2011; Weil, 2014; Davis, 

2016a). Job tenures have shortened, advancement paths have moved outside the firm, and 

nonstandard work is becoming pervasive not just for low-skilled workers, but also for high-

skilled workers (Lichtenstein, 2002; Hollister, 2011; Kalleberg, 2011; Weil, 2014; Katz & 

Krueger, 2019). As a result of changes in the nature of employment, the nature of careers is 

changing. Contemporary careers are more interorganizational (Arthur & Rousseau, 1996; Arthur, 

2008; Smith & Neuwirth, 2008; Bidwell & Briscoe, 2010) as well as more precarious (Kalleberg, 

2009, 2011). Workers today—whether they are in standard or nonstandard work arrangements—

have to continuously navigate an external labor market, construct their careers out of a series of 

jobs or short term gigs, and take responsibility for training and retraining themselves to remain 

employable over time (Smith, 2001, 2010; Barley & Kunda, 2004; O’Mahony & Bechky, 2006).  

Research on how workers navigate the external labor market has looked at the perils of 

temping (McAllister, 1998; Smith & Neuwirth, 2008), or doing gigwork (Rosenblat, 2018), the 

practices of temp agencies (Fernandez-Mateo, 2007; Bidwell & Fernandez-Mateo, 2008, 2010), 

the human and social capital building efforts of independent contractors to stay relevant in the 

job market (Barley & Kunda, 2004; O’Mahony & Bechky, 2006), and the difficulties of 

unemployment among experienced professionals (Newman, 1988; Smith, 2001; Ehrenreich, 

2005; Lane, 2011), among other topics. Despite the growing number of studies examining the 

dynamics and challenges of contemporary careers, few scholars have looked at how workers 

attempt to reskill themselves to enter growing occupations in the hopes of improving their career 
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prospects. Even though scholars note that changing occupations throughout one’s career is 

becoming increasingly common (Tolbert, 1996; Hall, 2004; Baruch & Vardi, 2016), such 

transitions, especially career transitions into skilled occupations that take place outside of 

traditional institutional contexts are poorly understood.  

Our understanding of how people become members of occupations is still largely based 

on studies conducted in traditional organizational contexts that facilitate occupational 

socialization: vocational and professional schools, and firms that coordinate the efforts of 

multiple occupational groups (e.g. Becker, Geer, Hughes, & Strauss, 1961; Van Maanen, 1973; 

Schleef, 2006; Michel, 2011; Anteby, 2013; Ranganathan, 2017). In such settings, occupational 

incumbents structure and facilitate the socialization of newcomers (Van Maanen & Schein, 1979; 

Saks & Gruman 2012). They share their expertise, initiate newcomers to the code of conduct of 

their occupation, and offer feedback to newcomers on their progression from novice to expert. 

What happens when aspiring occupational entrants pursue less institutionalized processes of 

occupational learning and socialization made necessary by nonstandard employment 

relationships (e.g. O’Mahony & Bechky, 2006), technologically mediated and distributed work 

(Schwartz, 2018), or the emergence of new and fleeting organizational arrangements such as 

incubators, bootcamps, hacker and makerspaces are ill understood. Such settings do not facilitate 

the kind of access between novices and occupational incumbents that is identified in the 

literature as being necessary for occupational entry. 

Relying on a 17-month ethnography of two coding bootcamps in Silicon Valley, this 

paper investigates how aspiring career switchers enter a skilled occupation without following 

established paths of occupational entry.  I show how bootcamps resembled learning collectives 
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where self-learning and learning from peers and near-peers1 figured more prominently than 

expert instruction. Under conditions of minimal formal instruction or mentorship from proximate 

experts, I show how aspiring software developers sought out an occupational community in 

virtual spaces, acquired expertise asynchronously from unknown others, developed their practice 

through ‘mock work’ among themselves, and managed to get hired into junior software 

developer roles. This study responds to recent calls to study the changing nature of work and 

careers (Barley & Kunda, 2001; Barley, Bechky & Miliken, 2017), specifically by focusing on 

“transitional periods” and “interstitial spaces” between jobs, which are becoming a prominent 

feature of work and employment (Bechky & Anteby, 2016: 502; see also Halpin & Smith, 2017). 

 
BECOMING A MEMBER OF AN OCCUPATION 

 
Several streams of research shed light on the process of becoming a member of an 

occupation or profession2. These are the literatures on socialization, situated learning and 

professional identity construction. While socialization and situated learning literatures examine 

how novices learn shared practices, behaviors and attitudes, the literature on professional identity 

construction focuses more specifically on the changing self-conceptions of new entrants to an 

occupation.  

Occupational Socialization  

Occupational socialization is the process by which novices learn the task domain of an 

occupation and develop patterns of thought and action that are shared by the occupational 
																																																								
1 Near-peers are defined as other learners who are a few stages ahead of the novices in question and who can 
therefore teach them, even though they are not yet experts themselves. 
2 In the remainder of the paper I will use the term occupation to refer to both occupations and professions because 
professions are a subcategory of occupations that have more standardized training requirements, strong professional 
associations, and strong member identification with the occupation (Tolbert, 1996), and have to a large extent 
succeeded in convincing audiences that they command an esoteric body of knowledge and hence should be granted 
autonomy in their practice (Anteby et al., 2016).  
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community (Anteby, Chan, & Benigno, 2016). Incumbents act as ‘socialization agents’ (Van 

Maanen, 1973; Saks & Gruman 2012, Ranganathan, 2017). They transfer knowledge, model 

appropriate behaviors and attitudes, and provide feedback on newcomers’ progression (Becker, 

Geer, Hughes, & Strauss, 1961; Pratt, Rockmann, & Kaufmann, 2006). Novices are not merely 

passive recipients either. They observe incumbents and actively engage in information seeking 

behaviors to understand the demands of their new role (Morrison, 1993; Saks & Ashforth, 1997). 

Through the transmission of knowledge and worldviews between incumbents and newcomers, 

new generations of occupational entrants reproduce the expertise that is the jurisdiction of their 

occupation (Van Maanen, 1973; Jordan, 1989; Riemer, 1977). 

Studies of entry into skilled occupations depict socialization as a long and elaborate 

process (Moore, 1976), a well-established pathway to membership guarded by occupational 

incumbents who control access to practice (Wilensky, 1964; Freidson, 1993; Abbott, 1988, 

1991). Abbot (1988: 84) notes “It is common to create rigid entry standards, coupling extensive 

education with several levels of examination prior to formal entry into the profession. This is part 

of a structure of control… It protects recruitment, controls professional numbers (and 

consequently professional rewards), and guarantees a minimum standard of professional ability.” 

The occupational entry process for skilled occupations and professions thus involves a period of 

formal training, often coupled with a period of internship, apprenticeship or residency where 

learning continuous on the job and becomes more relevant to actual practice (Moore, 1976; Trice 

1993; Bailey & Barley, 2011). Importantly, studies of occupational socialization all describe 

situations where novices have access to proximate incumbents to learn from and emulate. 

Whether we are talking about the socialization of a doctor in the classroom and at the hospital 

(Becker et al., 1961), the policeman at the academy and on patrol (Van Maanen, 1973, 1978), or 
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the gradual indoctrination of a neophyte midwife (Jordan, 1989), the assumption is that novices 

and incumbents are co-located. It is assumed that only through such proximate teaching and 

mentoring can occupational incumbents shuffle newcomers through the cognitive and behavioral 

changes necessary to ‘become’ a member of an occupation (Anteby, Chan, & Benigno, 2016).  

 
Situated Learning 

Situated learning refers to the process by which a newcomer learns the expertise of an 

occupational group through participating in their shared practice (Brown & Duguid, 1991). The 

central idea is that learning and doing cannot be separated. Newcomers to an occupation learn 

through participation as they work among incumbents. They initially partake in peripheral tasks 

and slowly acquire the necessary skills and knowledge that lead to mastery (Brown & Duguid, 

2001; Jordan, 1989). Lave & Wenger (1991) proposed the term ‘legitimate peripheral 

participation’ to describe this relationship between novices and expert practice. Inspired by the 

model of craft apprenticeship, situated learning theory deemphasizes formal or didactic teaching, 

and instead highlights the importance of learning through imitation and through examples or 

‘occasions of use’ as practitioners communicate in the course of shared practice (Jordan, 1989; 

Orr, 1996).  

Many occupations are either learned completely through situated learning (e.g. the crafts, 

or arts) or the entry process involves some period of situated learning (e.g. law school 

internships, medical residency, or the field training period of police socialization). As in theories 

of socialization, access to co-located incumbents is key to situated learning theory. Communities 

of practice, or occupational communities, are described as being composed of novices and 

incumbents who are co-located and who share both tacit and highly esoteric knowledge over 

shared practice. In fact, Lave & Wenger (1991) talk about access as an inherent aspect of 
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legitimate peripheral participation. They argue, “to become a full member of a community of 

practice requires access to a wide range of ongoing activity, old-timers, and other members of 

the community; and to information, resources, and opportunities for participation” (Lave and 

Wenger, 1991: 101). Neither socialization nor situated learning literatures have explored how 

novices learn and become socialized when access to incumbents and legitimate peripheral 

participation opportunities are constrained (Beane, 2018).  

 
Occupational Identity Construction 

In their treatment of entry to an occupation, both the socialization and situated learning 

literatures talk about identification (e.g. Becker & Carper, 1956), changing self-conceptions (e.g. 

Hughes 1958, 1971), or the development of ‘identities of mastery’ (Lave & Wenger, 1991) as an 

important aspect of becoming a member of an occupation. However, changes in identity are not 

the main focus of these studies (Pratt et al., 2006). It is the more recent management literature on 

identity work that focuses explicitly on how individuals construct their occupational identities in 

the course of socialization. 

Identity work scholars argue that individuals entering a new role actively craft new 

professional identities by trying on or playing with provisional selves (Ibarra, 1999; Ibarra & 

Petriglieri, 2010). Identity construction involves crafting and modifying one’s view of herself, as 

well as gaining social validation for that view from one’s interaction partners (Ashforth, 2001). 

In both parts of this process (i.e. identity crafting and seeking validation) an occupational 

community with proximate incumbents is key. Occupational incumbents serve as mentors and 

role models for possible selves (Ibarra, 1999; Pratt et al. 2006). They offer feedback on how well 

the newcomer is progressing from novice to expert, and provide social validation for novices’ 

newly forming occupational identities. While scholars note that peers and near-peers are also 
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important in this process, studies predominantly emphasize the role played by more senior 

members of the occupational community. In Ibarra’s (1999) study of professionals undergoing 

role transitions, or in Pratt and colleagues’ (2006) study of the socialization of medical residents, 

for example, novices judge the desirability or appropriateness of possible future selves in 

reference to senior members of the occupation. As novices act out these new identities in the 

making, senior members of the occupational community offer them feedback on their role 

performance, which serves to validate and solidify novices’ sense of self.  

Taken together, the literatures on occupational socialization, situated learning and 

occupational identity construction all point to the importance of access to proximate occupational 

incumbents and role models in the learning and socialization process. What happens when 

newcomers pursue noncodified, under-institutionalized paths to occupational entry that may 

preclude or constrain such access is poorly understood. While scholars studying contemporary 

careers note that more and more workers today undergo noncodified transitions and 

discontinuities in their careers, and cross occupational boundaries in their quest for greater career 

fulfillment, few scholars have empirically looked at what noncodified, under-institutionalized 

career transitions entail in practice (Ibarra & Obodaru, 2016; Petriglieri, Petriglieri, & Wood, 

2017). Ibarra’s (2003) influential study of mid-life career switchers comes closest to 

investigating under-institutionalized processes of socialization and identity development. 

However, even in this study, we see that the majority of Ibarra’s informants do not transition into 

occupations with esoteric expertise and skill requirements. Such career transitions face “real 

gatekeepers, such as professional groups and organizational recruiters” (Demetry, 2017: 201).  
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RESEARCH SETTING AND METHODS 

Research Setting 

Coding bootcamps offer a unique setting for studying under-institutionalized career 

transitions into a skilled occupation. Bootcamps emerged in 2011, during the second technology 

boom, as an alternative pathway for reskilling for careers in software development. Bootcamps 

are characterized as highly focused vocational training programs that resemble immersion-based 

language programs (Scott, Holzman, Ris and Biag, 2017). They offer programs in full-stack web 

or mobile application development3 to aspiring occupational entrants, most of whom have no 

background in programming. The idea and promise behind the bootcamp model of occupational 

entry is to transform complete novices into hirable junior occupational entrants through a short 

period of intense learning and socialization.  

Bootcamps represent a stark contrast to computer science degree programs which are 

considered by many as the traditional or desired pathway into careers in software development. 

A computer science degree program is based on a four year long curriculum covering basic 

engineering training with math and science requirements, computer science theory, 

programming, as well as other elective subjects. Like many traditional paths for entry into skilled 

occupations and professions, CS degree programs involve the transmission of abstract 

knowledge from experts to novices in a classroom setting. CS degree programs also have built-in 

components allowing legitimate peripheral participation in the form of summer internships. 

These internships are not a requirement for graduation, however they are one the primary ways 

that graduates find jobs. Moreover, the credential received through this training—a bachelor of 

																																																								
3 Full-stack web application development refers to being able to develop both the server-side (backend) of an 
application, which is the part that holds the data and the logic of the application, as well as the client-side (fronted), 
which is what the user sees and interacts with through the browser. Frontend development has an aesthetic 
component, whereas backend development involves architecting how the web application will behave as the user 
interacts with it.  
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science—is recognized by the occupational community and employers. Even though this 

credential is not a requirement to be accepted into the occupation, many employers list it as a 

preferred qualification. 

In contrast, coding bootcamps train students in a very limited and specialized body of 

knowledge pertaining to web application development. Computer science theory is covered only 

superficially. The focus of bootcamp training is to develop job relevant, practical skills. My 

preliminary observations and interviews also quickly revealed that bootcamps offered minimal 

formal instruction to the learners passing through their doors. While most bootcamps were 12 to 

14 week long programs, up to half of this time did not involve instruction and was devoted to 

projects and job search related activities. Moreover, most of the learning at bootcamp happened 

not between experts and novices, but between novices and near-peers who were only a few 

stages ahead of the novices in question. 

Besides receiving minimal formal instruction from experts, aspiring software developers 

following the bootcamp path of occupational entry faced obstacles to legitimate peripheral 

participation in the occupational community. They could not apply to internships, because 

internships required candidates to be enrolled in formal degree programs. Finally, in terms of 

credentials, bootcamp graduates did not receive any form of degree or certificate recognized by 

employers and the occupational community. As a result, when they entered the job market, they 

had neither the credentials nor the experience (and hence recommendations from previous 

employers) that are used in external labor markets to support one’s claim to being a legitimate 

candidate for a job. Despite these obstacles arising from following a new and under-

institutionalized mode of occupational entry, I found that the majority of my informants at my 

two field sites accomplished their desired career transition. Six months after finishing bootcamp, 
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64% of the career switchers I followed had accomplished their career transition. Within nine 

months, this number rose to 77%. Despite the various access challenges they faced, how did 

aspiring developers acquire the necessary expertise and become socialized into their desired 

occupation such that they were able to get hired as software developers and engineers?   

 
Data Collection 

 
Little was known about coding bootcamps when I embarked on this project. I employed 

inductive, ethnographic research methods, which are particularly valuable for building theory 

about novel phenomena (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). My goal was to 

develop a grounded understanding of the bootcamp path of occupational entry from the eyes of 

career switchers (Spradley, 1979). I was in the field for a total of 17 months, from August 2016 

to December 2017. I conducted a total of 80 semi-structured interviews with bootcamp 

graduates, founders and staff in the San Francisco Bay Area. I spent 8 months of my fieldwork 

immersed in the lives of three cohorts of students attending two comparable bootcamps. I opted 

to have two comparable field sites so as to increase the generalizability of my findings. While 

most of my interview subjects were recruited from my two field sites, I also conducted 

ethnographic interviews with graduates of other bootcamps, which allowed me to expand my 

sample.  

 
Nonparticipant Observation. I initially conducted observations at over 20 learn-to-code meetups 

organized by bootcamps and nonprofit learn-to-code organizations in the San Francisco Bay 

Area. Through connections I made at these meetups, I first secured access to one of the most 

well known bootcamps in the Bay Area—which I call CodeCamp. I spent on average three days 

a week at the San Francisco campus of CodeCamp for five months (December 2016 to April 
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2017) following two cohorts of students. To enhance the validity of my results, I then secured 

access to a second field site, another prominent bootcamp which I call DevHouse, and followed 

one cohort of students there for three months (June 2017 to August 2017).   

Both CodeCamp and DevHouse were full-time, 12 to 13 week long programs considered 

‘immersive’ learning experiences. They were very similar in terms of how long they had been in 

operation, the duration of the program, and the content of the curricula. Both bootcamps had 

several ‘campuses’ across the United States. The main difference between DevHouse and 

CodeCamp was their selectivity. Both bootcamps had an admissions process in place that 

assessed the fit and aptitude of applicants. DevHouse’s admissions process was known in the 

industry and recognized among aspirants as being rigorous and selective, whereas CodeCamp’s 

selectivity was considered to be low. 

At both CodeCamp and DevHouse, formal hours were from 9:00am to 6:00pm, when 

everyone was expected to be on the premises. Many students also stayed into the late hours of 

the evening finishing up the day’s work, preparing for the next day, or attending an evening 

meetup at the bootcamp. Some preferred to come in on weekends, especially if group work was 

required. Once the curriculum was over, students were encouraged to continue coming to the 

bootcamp and use the ‘alumni space’ for their job search and interview preparation. This 

coworking space function that bootcamps offered their alumni was very useful for my research 

purposes, as it gave me access to my informants during their job search journey, as well as 

meeting rooms where I could conduct interviews. I tried to limit my observations to 5-hour 

episodes a day so as to be able to accurately record my observations. When days ran longer due 

to evening meetups or events, I recorded my observations the next day. 
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At both bootcamps I introduced myself as a researcher and PhD student. I had full access 

to the student experience at both bootcamps. I could come and go as I pleased and attend any 

events I wanted. I opted to be a nonparticipant observer because I realized early on that trying to 

learn to code myself would consume all of my attention and not allow for detailed observations 

and note taking. As an observer, I sat between rows of learners and observed aspirants working 

alone, working in pairs, or working in teams. I also observed aspirants during the brief lectures 

they had each day. I joined them for lunch time activities, as well as evening meetups. I attended 

panels where alumni came to give talks to current students and advise them on their job search. I 

attended job search lectures offered by bootcamp staff. I observed aspirants practice technical 

interviewing with each other, or help improve each other’s resumes.  

I hung out in the alumni spaces at CodeCamp and DevHouse and engaged in countless 

informal conversations with job seekers. I attended several alumni events where job seekers 

broke into groups to commiserate over the job search process, share anecdotes as well as leads. I 

observed bootcamp graduates work on new projects together to improve their portfolios. Finally, 

I followed my informants to tech industry networking events, job fairs, and two hackathons. 

 
Ethnographic Interviews. I conducted a total of 80 semi-structured interviews in the San 

Francisco Bay Area.4 I conducted eleven semi-structured interviews with the founders and 

directors of different bootcamps and nonprofit learn-to-code organizations. These interviews 

served as background information, gave me an understanding of the industry dynamics, as well 

as the challenges facing bootcamps and their graduates in the job market. I then conducted 69 

ethnographic interviews with aspiring software developers who completed bootcamps. I 

																																																								
4 I conducted an additional 32 interviews in the Midwest to validate that similar processes were observed outside of 
Silicon Valley. While I do not use my data from the Midwest in the presentation of my findings in this dissertation, 
they informed my theorization. 
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recruited the majority of my interview participants (count=58) from my main field sites, 

CodeCamp and DevHouse. I interviewed 31 CodeCamp graduates and 27 DevHouse graduates 

roughly 6 months after graduation. My goal in these interviews was to develop an in-depth 

understanding of the career transition process of my informants. I asked them about their 

backgrounds, how they decided to switch careers, how they decided to pursue a bootcamp 

training, their experience at bootcamp, as well as their job search experience afterwards, and (if 

they were already employed) their adjustment to their first jobs.  I expanded my sample with 11 

interviews with graduates of five other bootcamps in Silicon Valley. I recruited these 

interviewees via LinkedIn or through the technology networking events I attended.5  

 

Student Outcomes I gathered job placement data on two cohorts of students who graduated 

around February-March 2017 from my two field sites. This was an important set of data to gather 

in order to understand if I were observing a learning and socialization process that was actually 

successful in initiating newcomers into the occupation. I collected a comprehensive list of 

students who graduated in February and March 2017 from CodeCamp (count=28), and the 

closest cohort from DevHouse, who graduated in March 2017 (count=56)6. I found that six 

months after graduation, 73% of DevHouse graduates and 46% of CodeCamp graduates who 

sought employment in software development had accomplished their career transition. The job 

placement rate across the two bootcamp cohorts six months after graduation was 64%. By nine 

months after graduation, 86% of DevHouse graduates and 57% of CodeCamp graduates had 

found programming related employment. The job placement rate nine months after graduation 

																																																								
5 These eleven interviews were conducted anywhere between 1 month to 2 years after the informant had finished 
bootcamp.  
6 I combined February and March graduates from CodeCamp, because otherwise my sample from CodeCamp would 
have been too small compared to DevHouse. 
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across the two bootcamps was 77%. In total, 17% of the 84 aspiring developers in my sample did 

not accomplish their desired career transition within a year after finishing bootcamp.  

 
Data Analysis 

I analyzed my data using ATLAS.ti software, following the principles of inductive 

analysis and grounded theory building (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Strauss and Corbin, 1990). I 

initially open-coded my field notes and interview transcripts. This process revealed the recurring 

actions of my informants and recurring themes in my data. I then developed a set of higher order 

codes to organized my data. For example, first-order codes such as ‘self-learning through 

documentations/tutorials/forums’, ‘Googling’, and ‘asking near-peers’ were all aggregated under 

‘seeking expertise’. Similarly, ‘dealing with being stuck’ and ‘getting code to work’ were 

subsumed under ‘relating to the object of practice’.  

 
FINDINGS 

 
The Reproduction of Occupational Expertise at Bootcamps  

Bootcamps did not resemble formal educational institutions, which are characterized by 

extensive classroom teaching as experts transmit abstract knowledge to novices (Becker, et al., 

1961; Schleef, 2006). They did not resemble—or necessarily lead to—internships or 

apprenticeships, where newcomers work side by side with incumbents and learn within an 

occupational community through legitimate peripheral participation (Lave & Wenger, 1991). 

The two bootcamps I studied housed few, if any, experts and offered minimal formal instruction 

to learners. Instead, learning happened through self-study coupled with working at the edge of 

one’s capacity (Beane, 2018) among peers and near-peers in what I’m calling a learning 
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collective. I will first talk about the role of peers and near-peers in these learning collectives, 

before turning to the role of the virtual occupational community in expertise reproduction.  

 
The Role of Peers and Near-Peers: Bootcamp as Learning Collective  

Format of training. The bootcamp curriculum was divided into two parts: an instructional 

curriculum (the first nine weeks), and time for projects and interview preparation (the remaining 

three to four weeks of bootcamp). During the first phase, students followed a curriculum that 

walked them through learning basic algorithms, how to store and retrieve data, how to set up a 

development environment, how to use several backend and frontend languages, frameworks and 

libraries to build full-stack web applications from scratch, and how to deploy these applications 

on the Internet.  

 Bootcamps utilized a flipped classroom approach whereby students were given tutorials 

to watch, and readings and exercises to complete on their own the night before. Classroom 

instruction time was spent answering questions, clarifying key concepts, and live coding part of 

an assignment that was particularly important for the work of that day. After the brief lecture, 

students spent the rest of the day at their computer terminals working on the day’s coding 

challenges.  

 I found that bootcamps often utilized near-peers for teaching. These former students 

were aspiring developers themselves who, after bootcamp, opted not to go immediately into the 

labor market and instead took full-time or part-time jobs at the bootcamp. This allowed them to 

start earning income while continuing to improve their programming knowledge for a few more 

months before embarking on the job search. Hiring their own graduates for teaching and 

mentorship roles was a common practice in the bootcamp industry, partly to reduce costs. At 

DevHouse—which had significantly better student outcomes than CodeCamp, and some of the 
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most successful student outcomes in the industry overall—there were no experts. All the 

instructors and teaching assistants were near-peers. At CodeCamp, there were two full-time 

instructors and two part-time mentors who had worked as professional programmers before. 

However, they were outnumbered by near-peers.  

 In the course of the nine weeks of instructional curriculum, lectures became more brief 

over time. Finally, during the project phase of bootcamp, there were no lectures and students 

worked in teams to devise project ideas and build their own web applications. For these projects, 

aspirants were expected to learn and utilize technologies beyond the bootcamp curriculum in 

order to make themselves more employable upon graduation. While they were learning these 

technologies, it was often the case that the teaching staff could not assist them because the 

technologies fell beyond their level of expertise. Instead, aspiring developers learned from the 

multitude of knowledge artifacts made available online by the vast occupational community of 

software developers.  

My data suggest that throughout the course of bootcamp, aspirants developed most of 

their expertise through self-learning, learning with their peers, and learning from and learning 

with their near-peers, who were themselves trying to progress from aspirant to hirable junior 

developer. In interviews, my informants emphasized the collective and informal nature of 

learning at bootcamps, and the lack of intentional formal teaching: 

 
What a bootcamp offers you is the environment. You get to work with 
other people on problems. [At DevHouse] there were very short lectures, 
then we split into pairs and worked through problems on our own. You 
could ask questions to the teaching assistants, that’s all. It was mostly you 
learning with your peers. All the resources are out there for free. (Nathan, 
Aspirant, DevHouse, Personal Interview) 
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Everyone was helping each other out. It was a very inclusive community 
of people trying to learn together. (George, Aspirant, CoderSpace, 
Personal interview) 
 

 
My data from other bootcamps indicate that the informal, collective nature of learning applied 

not just to CodeCamp and DevHouse, but more broadly to the bootcamp model of occupational 

learning and socialization. Laura, who had attended Digital Academy and who was working as a 

Software Engineer when I interviewed her explained, 

 
You're learning from other people who are learning themselves. There is 
not a lot of hands on instruction from people who know what they're 
doing. If you need help you can get help, but you're getting help from 
people who went through the course three months ago. It really helped 
solidify the idea that this isn't unobtainable knowledge. This is stuff you 
can figure out on you own. We'll give you the tools that you need to figure 
out how to do this on your own. And that is so empowering. (Laura, 
Aspirant, Digital Academy, Personal Interview) 
 

 
What made the learning collective model of occupational socialization possible was the 

organization of expertise in the broader occupational community of software developers. 

Aspirants were able to engage with and learn from a broader, virtual occupational community 

that shared knowledge amongst each other, as well as with amateurs and enthusiasts.  

 
The Role of the Broader Occupational Community 

For aspiring developers trying to progress from neophyte to hirable occupational entrant, 

learning involved a constant search for expertise online. Every technical task they faced involved 

many small steps, each of which they had to figure out how to accomplish. Aspiring developers, 

therefore, spent a large portion of the day searching for information online, sifting through a 

multitude of knowledge artifacts created by other developers, selecting appropriate solutions to 

the problems they faced, and applying these solutions through trial and error. This self-learning 
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process became especially salient when they ran into errors—which happened constantly—and 

when the instructional curriculum was over and aspirants started building their own projects and 

preparing for technical interviews. 

 The knowledge artifacts that aspirants consulted as they engaged in self-learning 

included documentation, tutorials, Q&A forums, blog posts, and code repositories, among others. 

Documentation refers to users’ manuals for software tools, typically produced by the creators or 

maintainers of the tools, and modified and expanded through the contribution of a user 

community. Aspirants supplemented this knowledge source with tutorials and forums. Aspiring 

developers also heavily utilized StackOverflow, a question and answer forum that is the most 

popular online platform for accessing a crowdsourced body of knowledge about programming 

(Vasilescu, Filkov, & Serebrenik, 2013; Bosu, Corley, Heaton, Chatterji, Carver & Kraft, 2013). 

In most cases, aspiring developers could access the occupational expertise they needed by 

searching through existing question and answer threads on StackOverflow, instead of posting 

new questions themselves.  

 Aspiring developers constantly reached out to the expertise of this broader occupational 

community for their learning needs. Each time an aspiring developer faced a new learning need, 

she consulted multiple knowledge artifacts available online until she found a solution that 

worked. Through this process, aspirants cultivated a reliance on themselves as self-learners, and 

a reliance on the broader occupational community as the source of the knowledge they sought to 

amass. For example, as a short project, Adam built an application that shows a user at any point 

in time what restaurants are open for the next two hours within a certain radius. For this project, 

Adam needed to learn how to implement Google Maps API (application programming interface), 

which would integrate his application with Google Maps. He first watched a video tutorial 
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created by a developer advocate from Google to understand the basics of using the API. As he 

was working, he started searching StackOverflow and other sources to find information on how 

to implement various features to the map such as dropping a pin on the location of the user. By 

the time he completed his Google Maps integration, he had accessed the expertise of multiple 

developers and learned from them virtually and asynchronously in order to accomplish his task at 

hand.  

 Another aspirant explained how he went about learning Python for a team project, and 

also how to use Raspberry Pi, which is an inexpensive, single board computer for 

teaching/learning programming. He said, 

 
I think the biggest part was learning what to look for. Learning how to ask 
and how to get an answer. Python generally translates pretty well with 
Ruby [which was the first coding language he learned at bootcamp]… I 
actually started late with Python because I was trying to get the Raspberry 
Pi working. So when I started learning Python, the other guys had already 
been grappling with it, so I asked them. They showed me what they learnt. 
I did a tutorial… This project was mostly researching. I didn’t know 
Python or Raspberry Pi until this project. (Phil, Aspirant, CodeCamp, 
Field notes) 

 

All of my informants described the project phase of bootcamp as a process of self-learning and 

learning as a team, using online resources:  

 
You're learning on your own and you are just looking up documentation a 
lot. You're looking up StackOverflow and researching yourself. (Oliver, 
Aspirant, DevHouse, Personal Interview) 
 
 

Some of my informants referred to the Google search engine as their “friend” or “team member,” 

to emphasize the importance of searching for information and self-learning in the course of 

building their team projects. For example, below is an excerpt from my field notes where a team 
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of aspirants were talking about the game they built and referred to Google as “the fifth member 

of (their) team.” 

 
Matt: We wanted to try our hands at a game. It’s a retro game with Pixel 
art.   
Sharon: We had quite a few challenges. None of us had built a game 
before. 
Matt: Google in general was our friend. Probably the fifth member of the 
team. (CodeCamp, Field notes) 
 

 
Learning new technologies in the course of everyday work and self-reliance in the 

process of learning were the most salient features of the occupational socialization process of 

aspiring developers at coding bootcamps. All of my informants interpreted their training as a 

process of “learning how to learn new technologies” through reaching out to the expertise of the 

broader occupational community. While some students expressed discomfort with the lack of 

teaching at bootcamps, many internalized self-learning as a core skill they needed to develop in 

their desired occupation.  

 
The biggest skill I learned [at bootcamp] is how to learn other coding 
languages. I’ve gotten really good at Googling problems. When you run 
into a problem, 99 times out of a 100 someone else has run into the same 
problem. So when you Google your error message, you find a 
StackOverflow entry or a tutorial... It’s amazing how many resources are 
available for free in tech. I am way less scared about striking out on my 
own [after bootcamp]. (Matt, Aspirant, CodeCamp, Fieldnotes) 
 

 
Like Matt, aspirants viewed bootcamp as the beginning of their learning experience. While 

striking out on one’s own after bootcamp implied self-reliance, this was made possible by 

cultivating a reliance on the broader occupational community for just-in-time expertise. Aspiring 

developers recognized this body of fellow developers with whom they interacted virtually, and 

referred to “the developer community” in their conversations: 
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It is an incredible community. There are about 25 million people in the 
world who consider themselves to be in software development one way or 
the other. And these people learned through each other. For example 
StackOverflow – it’s all people helping each other figure things out. (Jim, 
Aspirant, CodeCamp, Personal interview) 
 

 
Aspirants talked both about a developer community at large, as well as the smaller user 

communities formed around particular technologies. These community members were the ones 

responding to questions on forums like StackOverflow around their particular area(s) of 

specialization. For example, when talking about the community of developers around one coding 

language that they focused on, a near-peer mentor at Hacker School said: “It is a great 

community. There are people out there who’ll respond to your StackOverflow comment in the 

middle of the night” (Field notes). My data thus indicate that the learning process at bootcamps 

was premised on the distributed organization of expertise in the occupational community, as well 

as the culture of expertise sharing among practitioners as well as enthusiasts.   

 
Occupational Socialization and Identity Development  

At both of my field sites, I observed aspiring occupational entrants form an intense 

relationship to the object of their practice—computer software. They constantly talked about the 

programs they were writing; formed and expressed preferences about which technologies 

(languages, text editors, frameworks, etc.) were superior to others; they obsessed about errors 

and shared stories of how they solved particular problems they faced. Over time I observed 

aspirants gain self-confidence as they started bending software to their will and built web 

applications that “others could see and interact with”. As these accomplishments accumulated, I 

observed aspirants talk about themselves as becoming software developers. These changes 

correspond to the encounter stage of socialization when novices first come in contact with 
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professional practice (Van Maanen, 1973). In the case of the skilled occupations and professions, 

encounter usually happens in the course of an internship, apprenticeship or residency, or a new 

graduate recruitment program. Such social arrangements allow novices to work alongside 

incumbents who not only show them ‘the ropes’, but also provide novices with feedback on their 

progression and validation for their newly forming professional identities as junior members of 

the occupation (Ashforth, 2001; Pratt et al., 2006). In fact, Wenger (1998) referred to these 

apprenticeship style arrangements for working and learning as “generational encounters” (p.99) 

between newcomers and old-timers. 

Aspiring developers at bootcamps largely lacked access to such generational encounters 

because they were operating on the fringes of the occupational community. Despite these access 

challenges, I found that aspiring developers at bootcamps became socialized into their new 

occupational roles in the course of engaging in mock-work in the form of projects. These 

projects facilitated their socialization as aspirants built a relationship to their object of practice, 

which not only taught them the natural rhythm of software development work, but also over time 

provided validation for their new occupational identity as developers.   

 
Developing a Relationship to the Object of Practice 
 
 At both CodeCamp and DevHouse, I found that aspirants adopted a rhythm of work that 

structured their relationship to the object of their practice—computer software. This rhythm, 

which repeated itself throughout the day, involved “dealing with being stuck” until you managed 

to “get your code to work”. These were two separate states of work between which aspirants 

oscillated constantly. 

Aspiring developers expressed being “stuck” repeatedly in the course of working. Being 

stuck described a cognitive and emotive state where the aspirant faced a problem she did not 
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understand and could not figure out how to resolve with her first few attempts at finding a 

solution. One could be stuck trying to understand a new concept, trying to implement a new 

feature, decipher a team member’s code, or fix errors in a program (i.e. debugging). When an 

aspirant was stuck trying to fix errors in a program, getting code to work involved careful 

scrutiny of the code, adding or deleting code until the error was identified and fixed. Sometimes 

errors were as simple as a semicolon where it didn't belong and yet debugging was still a time 

consuming task. If the aspirant was trying to solve a more complex problem in her code, getting 

code to work involved researching online and asking peers or near-peers for help before starting 

the trial and error process of applying various solutions to figure out what worked. Being stuck 

elicited frustration, which was sometimes expressed with the idiom, “banging one’s head against 

the wall.” 

“Getting code to work” was the goal of everyday practice for novice developers. Whereas 

an expert developer might direct her practice towards improving the performance of code or 

making code more elegant (i.e. written in a more clever way, often consisting of fewer lines of 

code), novices focused exclusively on getting code to work. Sennett (2008) notes that as skills 

progress, work becomes more problem-attuned, trying to improve technique and quality, whereas 

when skill level is still primitive, the main goal is to get things to work. For aspirants trying to 

progress from amateur to hirable occupational entrant, this was the case.  

 When code ran, the moment was marked by a feeling of elation. Being able to 

manipulate software, and being able to see the outcome immediately on the computer screen was 

a cause for joy that was often expressed out loud. The below excerpt from my field notes shows 

the pride and elation that aspirants derived from getting code to work. I was observing several 
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aspirants sitting together one day when Bill figured out what was wrong with his code and 

managed to get his program to work: 

 
Bill lifts his fist in the air and says, “I did it! I can go home now!” He 
holds up his computer, showing his team the rendering of a Google maps 
on his screen 
Aaron: Congrats man. What was it? 
Bill: I wasn’t giving it a height, because I wasn’t styling it or anything. So 
I gave it a height and it worked!  
Aaron: Oh yeah man, Google maps doesn’t work if you don’t give it a 
height and width.  
Bill [smiling, turns to me]: This is the reason to write code. This moment. 
Aaron: Yeah, that high is totally worth it.  
Bill: Today is the best day right now. I worked through all my errors too. 
So now it’s all good. Until the next thing.  
(DevHouse, Field notes) 

 
 
By “the next thing,” Bill was referring to the next time he would get stuck, which he expected 

would be soon. The elation that he expressed (“Today is the best day right now”), or the “high” 

as Aaron put it, was a common sentiment among aspiring developers and accompanied moments 

of success when code worked. Another aspirant, when describing how he got his code to work on 

a particularly difficult project said: 

 
I’m really cautious [while making changes to my code] right now. I’ve 
already broken it a couple of times and it was so hard to fix it. You know 
how it is; the lows are really low and the highs are really high. (Dave, 
Aspirant, DevHouse, Field notes) 
 

 
Cycling between being stuck (and feeling frustration) and getting code to work (and 

experiencing elation) structured aspiring developers’ relationship to their object of practice—

software—and the technical complexity it represented. This rhythm and the success moments it 

embodied also facilitated the development of their new occupational identities.  
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Stepping into a New Occupational Identity 

Aspiring developers began to think of themselves as builders and developers as they 

experienced success moments in their work, ranging in complexity from writing simple 

programs that produced desired outputs to building a clone of a popular web application from 

scratch to building their own projects and deploying these applications on the Internet for others 

to see and interact with. In the course of their learning journey, aspirants’ sense of self as 

builders and developers evolved with their technical ability. Scholars studying work and identity 

development processes have noted that learning about identity and learning about work go hand 

in hand (Hughes, 1958; Fine, 1996; Pratt et al., 2006). Especially when work involves building a 

specific skill, there is a gradual buildup of knowledge such that  

 
At the end, persons will ‘discover’ themselves to be considerably different 
than when they began. One sees this effect most clearly in the acquisition 
of complex skill or in the formation of a complete ‘professional’ 
perspective’ (Van Maanen & Schein, 1979: 51). 
  
 

The literature however, also points to the importance of an audience, because our identities are 

social and require validation from others (Ashforth, 2001), particularly knowledgeable others 

consisting of role models and occupational incumbents (Ibarra, 1999, 2003). Such role models 

and knowledgeable audiences were largely absent at CodeCamp and DevHouse. Audiences 

instead consisted mostly of peers and near-peers who were also outsiders to the professional 

community that aspirants were trying to break into. My data suggest that in the absence of 

proximate incumbents to provide feedback on their performance and validation for their newly 

forming identities, aspiring developers derived feedback and validation primarily from the object 

of their practice. 
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Aspiring developers formed an emotion-laden relationship to the object of their 

practice—software—which was visibly responsive to their actions. When code didn’t work, red 

error messages appeared. When code worked, it produced a desired output. Seeing the fruits of 

their labor on the computer screen served as an undeniable manifestation of technical 

accomplishment, even in the absence of validation from an expert audience. Over time, as 

aspiring developers experienced more and more significant success moments in their work, they 

began to think of themselves as ‘real developers’ and not just amateurs.  

For example, I was observing Roy and Alice from DevHouse pair programming one day 

when they achieved a new success moment that made them feel like software developers for the 

first time. Roy and Alice were in the early weeks of bootcamp and were slowly progressing from 

working on small coding challenges to actually building web applications similar to the ones 

they regularly used in their daily lives. In this case, they were trying to build a simple to-do list 

application where the user can add, delete and check off to-do items on her list. I was observing 

them struggle to figure out how to connect the ‘backend’ or server side of the application, which 

held the database of to-do items, with the ‘frontend’, which is the part that the user sees in the 

browser. After multiple trial and error attempts, when they finally managed to get their code to 

work, Alice shouted in joy: 

 
Alice: We connected our frontend and backend!  
Roy: Which had never happened before! 
Alice: I’m pretty sure we just became software developers. Like this 
moment was it! (DevHouse, Field Notes) 

 
 
In this instance, and in many other such success moments I observed in the course of my 

fieldwork, aspirants derived validation for their newly forming occupational identities as 
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developers from the object of their practice. Validation did not come from their teachers or 

mentors, but from software itself.  

Different success moments could provide validation for aspirants’ new occupational 

identities. Jim from CodeCamp described the time he started feeling like a developer: 

 
I started feeling like a developer when we started dealing with databases 
and routing, and learning about concepts like RESTful routing as a best 
practice and the whole HTTP handshake and how to chain together web 
pages and then start to do that programmatically so you can write little 
programs that will generate your whole website for you and build out all 
these different pages. That's when it really clicked and I thought, ‘Oh 
wow, I can do this!’ All those little pieces that I've been learning now fit 
together into something that I can say, ‘Look, I built this. This is 
something I can do now!’ (Jim, Aspirant, CodeCamp, Personal interview, 
emphasis added)  

 
  
Being able to “build” things, to generate a whole website, validated Jim’s sense of self as a 

developer.  

 The mock-work that aspiring developers completed at bootcamp in the form of several 

small-scale projects was particularly conducive to feeling like a ‘builder’ and  ‘developer’ 

because aspirants built these applications from scratch. Whereas in a professional setting a 

developer might work on a large codebase, trying to maintain an existing software system and 

making only small modifications to it, the bottom-up project work that bootcamps asked from 

their students allowed aspirants to execute one or more application ideas of their own from the 

ground up. Building an application idea from the ground up allowed aspirants to feel like 

developers, albeit junior ones. Their projects were visible, tangible, interactive web applications 

that came alive on their computer screens. Sam, who loved playing video games, felt this pride 

when he was able to build a simple JavaScript game for the first time:  
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I guess that the biggest thing [about the bootcamp experience] was being 
like ‘wow I can't believe I actually can do these things!' With coding, there 
are these small pieces that you learn how to do, and then there is also the 
larger idea that I can take these small pieces and build them into 
something big and amazing. I'm a PC gamer. Now I could actually build – 
not those huge millions of dollar budget games but the smaller games, 
indie games – I could actually code those now! (Sam, Aspirant, 
DevHouse, Personal Interview) 

 
 

In each of these instances, aspiring developers felt that they finally had a tentative grasp 

on the expert practice they were trying to break into. Having technologies respond to them in the 

way they intended was a huge accomplishment (“I could actually code those now!”). These 

technical feats that accumulated over time served as sources of validation for their new self-

concept as developers. I call this validation that aspirants derived from engaging with the object 

of their practice objectual validation. After just a few months of learning and working on 

projects at bootcamp, aspirants reported identifying with the labels ‘web developer’ and 

‘software developer’.  

 
DISCUSSION 

Traditionally two types of institutions in society train and socialize newcomers into 

occupations and professions: schools where students are formally trained through classroom 

instruction, and workplaces where newcomers learn the expertise and behavioral demands of 

their occupations on the job, surrounded by incumbents (Becker et al., 1961; Moore, 1976; Fine, 

1985; Schleef, 2006). Coding bootcamps did not resemble these established institutions that 

facilitate occupational entry. What made bootcamps an interesting field site was specifically this 

unorthodoxy and their popularity despite it.  
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I found that bootcamps resembled learning collectives more so than schools. Aspirants 

learned through self-study, which was possible as a result of the distributed organization of 

expertise in a virtually connected occupational community. They learned from their peers in the 

course of mock-work, and they learned from their near-peers who were empowered in formal 

roles such as instructor, teaching assistant and mentor. Finally, the object-centered nature of their 

occupational practice enabled aspirants to derive validation for their new occupational identities 

as their skills improved.  

The role of near-peers. Our understanding of occupational communities largely rests on a 

conceptualization of relations between experienced practitioners and newcomers (Lave & 

Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998). In fact, Lave and Wenger (1991: 29) propose that the concept of 

legitimate peripheral participation “provides a way to speak about the relationship between 

newcomers and old-timers”. While the role of near-peers is recognized, it is not seen as central in 

the socialization of newcomers. At bootcamps, however, due to the high cost of hiring expert 

instructors, near-peers played a key role in scaling instruction. While learning from those who 

were trying to learn themselves could be frustrating when questions could go unanswered, most 

of the time it reinforced a sense that the expertise that aspirants were trying to master was 

“obtainable”. Aspirants reported feeling empowered as they sought answers to problems within a 

their bootcamp community, and later being put in a position to mentor more junior students. 

The Role of Occupational Community. Since expertise was limited within these learning 

collectives, bootcamps encouraged aspirants to learn how to learn on their own by reaching out 

to the expertise of a broader occupational community that was organized online and shared 

knowledge openly, not just among practitioners but also with amateurs. Software developers, 

more so than most occupational groups, share an ethos of open access to knowledge (Levy, 
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1994; Rheingold, 2000; O'Mahony & Ferraro, 2007). This ethos can be interpreted as the main 

reason for the abundance of tutorials, or the existence of discussion boards and knowledge 

sharing platforms such as StackOverFlow (Lakhani & von Hippel, 2003; Wang, Lo, & Jiang, 

2013). Thus, although the processes of occupational expertise reproduction at bootcamps were 

under-institutionalized and unorthodox compared to our traditional understanding of 

occupational expertise reproduction, they drew on existing systems of communication and 

collaboration in a wider occupational community of software developers organized irrespective 

of organizational membership. Forming a relationship to this virtually organized occupational 

community, and learning how to learn from the multitude of knowledge artifacts that the 

community produced and shared was key to the socialization process of aspiring software 

developers. 

Developing a Relationship to the Object of Practice. Socialization into an occupational 

role involves, among other things, learning the system of relations in which a practitioner is 

embedded (Emirbayer, 1997; Anteby et al., 2016). Software developers working in professional 

settings are embedded in a system of relations with product managers, user experience designers, 

quality assurance engineers and other occupations with whom they must collaborate, as well as 

the users of their products whose feedback they incorporate into their work. The bootcamp 

experience was not conducive to socializing aspirants into the entirety of this system of relations. 

However, I found that the bootcamp experience socialized aspirants into two important 

relationships that lay at the heart of software development practice: The relationship of the 

practitioner to the occupational community from whom she will continue to learn throughout her 

career, which enabled them to attain expertise in the absence of proximate experts to learn from, 

and secondly, the relationship of the practitioner to the object of her practice—software. This 
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second relationship was important for the socialization of aspiring developers because software 

development work is an object-centered practice. In the case of many occupations, the objects of 

practice are other people or institutions. For example, “the neophyte policeman learns how to 

deal with the objects of his occupation—‘the traffic violator, the hippie, the drunk, the brass, and 

the criminal justice complex itself” (Van Maanen, 1973: 412). For a doctor, the objects of her 

practice could be patients, families of patients, as well as the institutional order of the hospital 

which the doctor must learn how to work with. However, certain occupations such as engineers, 

scientists, craftsmen and artists have inanimate things as their primary object of practice. As a 

result, relating to these objects by way of exploring, taming, and learning to give shape to them is 

key to both skill and identity development.  

 Aspirants at bootcamps were able to develop a relationship to their object of practice 

through the projects they did, which resembled real life work scenarios. In the absence of 

opportunities for legitimate peripheral participation, engaging in such mock-work facilitated 

aspirants’ socialization as well as identity development. Hughes (1958: 122) notes that, “in any 

occupation, people perform a variety of tasks, some of them approaching more closely the ideal 

or symbolic work of the profession than others.” The standalone projects that aspiring developers 

built most closely approximated the ideal or symbolic work of web developers, and facilitated 

aspirants’ identification with the occupation. Aspirants derived what I call objectual validation 

from their object-oriented practice as they experienced various technical feats throughout their 

learning journey that culminated in this ideal type of work.  

Most organizational research focuses on how people construct a sense of self in activities 

and relationships with others. The role of technologies or inanimate objects in this process is 

rarely considered. I propose the concept of objectual validation, which is inspired by Knorr-
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Cetina’s (2001) concept of ‘objectual practice’, which she used to refer to nonroutine, object-

centered knowledge work. Knorr-Cetina’s (2001) argument was that object-centered nonroutine 

knowledge work is filled with tension and emotion, and is generative as a result. I build on this 

insight and suggest that such object-centered, nonroutine knowledge work can generate 

validation for professional identities. The nonroutine feature of work is critical in this process, 

because routine work does not lend itself to the success moments I identified in my data. It is 

through these success moments and the pride they elicited that aspiring developers at bootcamps 

were able to derive validation for their newly forming professional identities. By putting forth 

the concept of objectual validation, I bring a central insight into organization studies from studies 

of science and technology—that people don't just use technologies but interact with them. People 

can develop emotion-laden relationships to objects that respond to their actions and that reveal 

new possibilities in the course of nonroutine practice (Pickering, 1993; Knorr-Cetina, 2001). As 

such, objects can provide validation for identities in the course of practice.  

Finally, this paper aims to contribute to the fledgling literature on under-institutionalized 

learning and socialization processes in contemporary careers (e.g. Ibarra and Obodaru, 2016; 

Schwartz, 2018; Beane, 2018). Contemporary careers unfold in a world of work that is 

characterized by fewer formal organizing structures (e.g. Davis, 2016a, 2016b). New organizing 

practices coupled with new technologies are not only changing the nature of work (Barley, 

Bechky, & Miliken, 2017), they are also changing how people develop new skills, take on 

occupational roles and participate in the world of work. Crowdsourced workers or 

algorithmically managed freelancers, for example, need to ‘understand the lay of the land’ or 

‘learn the ropes’ (VanMaanen & Schein, 1979) without the benefit of proximate supervisors or 

peers (Gray, Suri, Ali, & Kulkarni, 2016; Schwartz, 2018). In these contemporary work 
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arrangements, novices need to take responsibility for their own learning and socialization, seek 

out an occupational community on their own, and pick up skills however they can to become 

employable and remain employable. 

For example, in his study of creative freelancers producing digital goods for a video 

game company, Schwartz (2018) shows how freelancers who never met face to face formed a 

virtual occupational community where they shared expertise, helped each other progress from 

novice to expert, and collaborated on projects to smooth out an uncertain income stream caused 

by the precarity of their relationship to the client. Other studies suggest that even for people who 

pursue more traditional careers, changing technologies are altering the landscape of working and 

learning such that people need to be more self-directed in their learning, socialization and career 

advancement. Beane (2018), for example, in his study of medical residents trying to learning 

robotic surgery skills shows how changing technologies can hinder access to expert practice such 

that novices fail to learn necessary skills. The few successful learners, Beane (2018) finds, were 

those who engaged in ‘shadow learning’ practices; who developed skills outside of their 

residency program, rehearsed their skills watching videos on YouTube, and created opportunities 

for themselves where they could work at the edge of their capacity with little oversight. These 

examples suggest that self-directed and under-institutionalized processes of learning and 

socialization are becoming more common across a range of occupations and work arrangements, 

and our fields needs more such ethnographic studies in order to revise and expand our 

understanding of occupational learning and socialization in the age of digital technologies, 

distributed work, and fleeting employment arrangements.  
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Generalizability 

The aspirants I studied were able to progress from amateur to acceptable occupational 

entrant outside of traditional paths of occupational entry as a result of several specific features of 

the object of their practice, and the way that expertise is organized in the occupational 

community. These features of the object of practice were that it could be inexpensively set up 

outside of an industrial context, and learned through trial and error. The features of the 

organization of expertise in the occupational community that made bootcamps viable were that 

expertise was distributed and openly shared among practitioners and amateurs, and could be 

communicated digitally. Bootcamps, as an assemblage of people, technologies and processes, 

were overlaid on this broader network of people, technologies, and processes for expertise 

sharing. As a result, even though the bootcamp path of occupational entry itself was under-

institutionalized, it drew on existing processes of knowledge sharing and reproduction in the 

broader occupational community. Any expertise domain with similar characteristics of the object 

of practice, and similar organization of expertise in the broader occupational community, we can 

assume, could be learned in a bootcamp type of social arrangement.  

 Moreover, software development has historically prided itself in being a meritocratic 

occupation where skills are more important than credentials (Ensmenger, 2010). Even though 

computer science degrees are highly valued in many labor markets, and even though the hiring 

process in Silicon Valley favored candidates with theoretical knowledge of computer science, 

pursuing an noncodified path of entry into software development is much more acceptable than 

doing the same for law, medicine or civil engineering where the lack of a degree could disqualify 

an aspirant from consideration completely (Abbott, 1988). Therefore, these findings would not 

generalize to job areas where credentials or licensing are a prerequisite for practice. 
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